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Abstract: Over the past few decades, the analysis of data has been considered as an inte-

gral part of most of the research work related to biological, pharmaceuticals, agricultural and

social sciences. The estimation of disease burden has become essay through data analytical

techniques. In India the estimation of disease burden of tuberculosis is major challenge for

the researcher of medical sciences due to varied epidemiology and dynamics of transmission.

Bayesian approach has been suggested as one of techniques for such purposes. In Bayesian es-

timation prior distribution and posterior distribution are the most important ingredient. The

main objective of this paper is to compare the 35 states of India with respect to tuberculosis

deaths using Gamma prior. The posterior probabilities have been calculated using R software

and ranking of states have been assign accordingly.
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1. Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is a major public health problem in India and most of the
disease burden is due to premature mortality among TB patients. Mortality
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is measured either as true rate (person-time rate) or as risk of death within a
specific time period of follow-up (case-fatality rate) [1]. The case-fatality rate is
the more commonly used mortality measure of the two. However, case-fatality
rates among TB patients reported in the literature range from 12% to 44%
and are not comparable because they were measured as cumulative incidence
for different follow-up periods [2]. Risk factors such as smoking, alcoholism,
irregular and incomplete anti-tuberculosis treatment as well as HIV infection
are known to increase the mortality associated with TB [3]. WHO defines TB
mortality as the number of TB cases dying during treatment, regardless of
the cause. This definition, however, does not reflect the actual TB mortality
rate because it includes deaths due to co-morbidities and accidents, excludes
deaths among treatment defaulters who have a high risk for mortality and pre
supposes that TB mortality does not occur after the completion of treatment
[4-5]. A better, though indirect, measure of mortality would be the computation
of excess mortality (or standardized mortality ratio (SMR)) occurring among
TB patients and comparing it to the mortality among the standard population
(or the estimated national population for a certain year) [6].

Keeping in view, Statistical modelling techniques need to be include in find-
ing out the true disease burden due to tuberculosis and Bayes prediction plays
an important role in different areas of applied statistics [7-8]. Miler(1980),[13]
used the conjugate prior and showed that the Bayes estimates can be obtained
only through numerical integration. Son and Oh (2006) considered the Poisson
model,to compute the Bayes estimates using Gibbs sampling procedure under
vague priors and compare their performance with the maximum likelihood es-
timators and modified moment estimators [9-10]. The comparison of mortality
rates due to tuberculosis can be helpful in providing necessary guidelines for
planning the cause of action for the place. The public health facility to present
the tuberculosis and the health service facility to stop tuberculosis are played
important role to rank the places [11]. The observed cases for each place can
be modeled as a Poisson model. The Bayes estimators of the parameter of the
Poisson model are studied under Gamma prior.

2. Data and Statistical Methodology

The data has been obtained from the RNTCP 2015 and 2016 reports of govern-
ment of India. The reports provides statewise total number of patients register
who have suffered from MDR- Tuberculosis and total number of death due to
tuberculosis in each year.
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The statewise comparison of death due to tuberculosis is performed by
comparing the mortality rate per unit exposure rate. The estimate of which for
each of the states is obtained through a Bayesian analysis [12]. It is practical
to assume the true rates are similar in size that generates the dependency
between the parameter. To deal with such problem it is good practice to call
a hyper-parameter to reduce the dependency between parameters. The whole
process produces the system of a hierarchical prior guiding us to use hierarchical
Bayesian approach. All the relevant calculations are performed in the statistical
software R.

The main goal of this work is the comparison by the mortality rates due
to tuberculosis for 35 Indian states. Each state has a true mortality rate λi

and the objective is to compare estimate of 35 rates λ1, λ2, ..., λ35. It is logical
to assume a priori that the true rates are similar in size. However, it can be
affected due the dependence between parameters. The particular information
about one states true mortality rate can influences the idea about other states.

The comparison of tuberculosis is performed by comparing the observed
number of cases for region i. Let the probability for an individual to get suffered
from tuberculosis be with the probability distribution function f(Y ). The
relative risk for the ith place has poisson distribution with mean ni Yi(i =
1, 2, ..., n).

2.1. Likelihood Function and Posterior Distribution

The likelihood function is the joint probability function of the data but viewed
as parameters, treating the observed data as fixed quantities. The likelihood
function is given by

L[Yi, λ] =
n∏

i=1

P [
Yi

λ
]

=

n∏
i=1

e−λλy

y!

∝ e−nλλy, Y =
∑

yi

2.2. Posterior Distribution using Gamma Prior

The posterior pdf is P ( λ
yi
) is given by

P (
λ

yi
) =

H(yi, λ)

P (yi)
. (1)
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The Gamma prior distribution for a Poisson probability with parameters α

and β is given P ( λ
α,β

) = (β
αe(−β)λα−1

Γα ) with mean with mean α
β
and variance α

β2

The joint pdf

H(yi, λ) =
e−nλλyβαe( − β)λα−1

Γα

∝ λy+α−1e−λ(β+n).

The marginal pdf is given by

P (yi) =

∫
H(yi, λ)dλ

∝ λy+α−1e−λ(β+n)

∝

∫
λy+α−1e−λ(β+n)dλ.

Therefore P ( λ
yi
) = λy+α−1e−λ(β+n)

∫
λy+α−1e−λ(β+n)dλ

which is proportional to (α+ y, β+n)

density. The posterior mean and variance are (α+y
β+n

, α+y
(β+n)2

). The shrinkage

estimator B is useful to know the true posterior mean. B = α
α+ni

. This es-
timator is useful to improving the estimation by reducing the mean squared
error towards zero. The use of shrinkage estimators in the context of regression
analysis has been discussed by copper (1983) in presence of large number of
explanatory [13-14].

The number of deaths in one year for tuberculosis has been reported for each
of the 35 states. Let yi and ni is the number of deaths and exposure for the ith
state. We assumed that the number of deaths yi follows a Poisson distribution
with mean ni λi and the objective is to estimate the mortality rate per unit
exposure ni λi. The fraction yi

ni
is the number of deaths per unit exposure and

can be viewed as an estimate of the death rate for the ith state. We plot the
ratios yi

ni
against the logarithms of the exposures log(ni) for all states where

each point is labelled by the number of observed deaths yi. The estimated rates
are highly variable, especially for programs with small exposures. The states
experiencing no death (a plotting label of 0) also are primarily associated with
small exposures. Suppose we are interested in simultaneously estimating the
true morality rates λi for all states. One option is to simply estimate the true
rates by the individual deaths rates y1

n1
, ..., y35

n35
.

Unfortunately, these individual rates can be poor estimates, especially for
the states with small exposures. We say that some of these states did not
experience any deaths and the individual death rate yi

ni
= 0 would likely under-

estimate that states true risk of mortality. Also it is found that the rates for the
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states with small exposures have highly variability. Since the individual death
rates are not reliable estimates of the actual situation, so it seems desirable to
combine the individual estimates in some way to obtain improved estimates.
Suppose we assume that the true mortality rates are equal across states; that is
λi = = λ35. Under this equal-means Poisson model, the estimate the mortality
rate for the ith state would be the pooled estimate

∑n
i=1

yi
ni
.

But this pooled estimate is based on the strong assumption that the true
mortality rate is the same across states [15]. This is questionable since one
would expect some variation in the true rates. We have discussed two possible
estimates for the mortality rate of the ith states: the individual estimate yi

ni
and

the pooled estimate
∑n

i=1 yi∑n
i=1 ni

.

A third likelihood is the cooperate estimate,

(1− γ)
yi

ni

+ γ(

∑n
i=1 yi∑n
i=1 ni

). (2)

This estimate shrinks or moves the individual estimate yi
ni

toward the pooled

estimate
∑n

i=1 yi∑n
i=1 ni

, where the parameter 0 < γ < 1 determines the size of the

shrinkage, we use the posterior mean Bi as a representation of the ith state
shrinkage.

3. Discussion

In India, the maximum numbers of tuberculosis cases are recorded in Andra
Pradesh. Though the state Andra Pradesh has highest number of tuberculosis
cases but it ranked second in terms of disease burden considering the joint
effects of number of cases and number of deaths. Maharashtra is the having
the second largest number of tuberculosis cases while at same time it ranks first
among the deaths due to tuberculosis . It indicates that although the health
facilities available in both the states are good enough but the hygiene awareness,
drainage, system, sanitation needs much improvement. Similarly, in the other
states like Karnataka, Tamilnadu, Gujrat, West Bangal and Bihar the number
of tuberculosis cases are high enough because of slum areas around the industrial
steps which create poverty and unhygienic conditions among the people of living
around these areas. These states are also rank in some order while considering
the joint impact of total number of patients registered and total number of
deaths. Arunachal Pradesh, Dadar and Nagar Haveli and Lakshadweep Island
have zero prevalence of tuberculosis which reveals the underreporting of the
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S. No. States Total No. of TB Cases Deaths P (λi) Rank

1. Andaman and Nicobar 1 1 0.552 12

2. Andra Pradesh 7502 900 0.917 35

3. Arunachal Pardesh 0 0 0.601 23

4. Assam 66 10 0.577 14

5. Bihar 593 71 0.692 30

6. Chandigarh 23 10 0.591 18

7. Chattisgarh 160 10 0.564 13

8. Dadar and Nagar Haveli 0 0 0.604 26

9. Daman and Diu 0 0 0.580 15

10. Delhi 417 25 0.893 33

11. Goa 63 10 0.549 07

12. Gujrat 2167 238 0.909 34

13. Haryana 195 25 0.596 19

14. Himachal Pardesh 65 9 0.597 20

15. Jammu and Kashmir 6 0 0.598 21

16. Jharkhand 164 28 0.498 05

17. Karnataka 5478 822 0.060 01

18. Kerala 295 41 0.551 08

19. Lakshdweep 0 0 0.602 24

20. Madhya Pardesh 363 47 0.616 27

21. Maharastra 7351 1029 0.224 02

22. Manipur 109 6 0.717 31

23. Meghalaya 6 3 0.688 29

24. Mizoram 165 13 0.392 03

25. Nagaland 114 9 0.587 17

26. Odisha 369 63 0.464 04

27. Pondichery 31 3 0.657 28

28. Punjab 206 37 0.586 16

29. Rajasthan 264 29 0.603 25

30. Sikkim 3 0 0.565 14

31. Tamil Nadu 3011 391 0.599 22

32. Tripura 9 4 0.555 09

33. Uttarpardesh 363 47 0.659 06

34. Uttrakhand 32 8 0.359 10

35. West Bengal 801 112 0.496 11

Table 1: Posterior probability under gamma prior with ranks

tuberculosis in these states. While real burden of tuberculosis is considered by
making use of posterior expectation of λ, we encounter striking changes among
the ranking of various states. It is evident from the table that Karnataka
which is one among richest state of India with moderate rate of total number
of tuberculosis cases and number of deaths has high mortality rate due to
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tuberculosis which is worst while comparing it with others states. This may
because of various hidden reasons such as lack of knowledge about tuberculosis
transmission, male dominancy because of which females not revels about this
disease, problems in procuring funds for treatments. But such a huge number
will definitely call for serious concern in near future.

There are various states like Mizorum, Andaman and Nicobar, Odissa which
have moderate level of tuberculosis cases and deaths but a high rank in pos-
terior probability ranking. This needs to control tuberculosis increasing cases
which will be only controlled when people are more aware about the disease,
how it transmits from one person to another and for contemporary health ser-
vices diagnosing, testing, and reliving various symptoms. In spite of various
affords undertaken by the government and NGO to control the tuberculosis it
has become a serious concern because of deplorable and poor economic living
conditions of the people. There exits lots of wrong beliefs and misconceptions
which increase the gap between the actual practice and the knowledge ulti-
mately leading to the disease tuberculosis which may otherwise controlled by
government.

4. Conclusion

As the individual death rates for states are poor estimate of measuring the true
burden of mortality. Posterior gamma distribution has been used to analyse the
ranking of states according to true risk of mortality. Poor economic conditions
and deplorable conditions of living of the people in the country is a hindrance
in control of tuberculosis in spite of several efforts from government and NGOs.
This state wise ranking will help the policy makers to formulate the health
plan accordingly as the public health services plays a vital role in reducing the
vulnerability of tuberculosis.
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